This paper documents the use of a massively parallel computer, specifically the Connectwn Machine CM-5, to solve the Boltzmann equatwn to model one-dimenswnal shock wave structure, a boundary layer, and general 3-D j70wjields. The Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) model for the collision term combined with afinite digerence scheme was used to model the jlow. This collision term requires accurate knowledge of the densi~, temperature, and mean velocity. Great care must be taken in their calculatwn to insure conservation, which proved to be the most diflcult part.
Introduction
The theory of gas dynamics maybe approached from two dwections: the macroscopic or the microscopic.
In the macroscopic approach, one considers the gas to be a continuum and employs equations such as Navier-Stokes using aggregate quantities, for example density, velocity, and temperature.
This approach works well for a relatively high density, however for low density, or rarefied, problems, where the mean free path is of considerable length compared to some dimension of the system, this continuum approach breaks down. For instance, in order to model flows in the low density of the upper atmosphere, such as the flow over the Space Shuttle upon reentry or the flow in microdevices, one cannot use the continuum approach of Navier-Stokes. The Navier-Stokes equations are only valid when the mean free path is much smaller than the characteristic lengths in the flow.
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of particles instead of a continuum. This more general situation can be described by the Boltzmann equation.
The Boltzmann equation is an integro-differential equation in terms of the particle distribution function, f (x,v,t and may never fully utilize the power of vector or parallel computers. The other major drawback to DSMC is that it is essentially a fwst-order accurate, explicit method [3] . More tradh.ional numerical schemes may be able to achieve second-order accuracy with an implicit scheme, which may offer dramatic improvements in eftlciency.
This will be especially true if the newer algorithms can more effectively use massively parallel computers, which is true of the present algorithm. For some flows, the Bhatnagar, Gross, and Krook (BGK) model [8, 9] of the collision term can be used. The basic idea of the BGK equation is that a detailed description of the collision process may not be necessary and that a larger scale approximation may be appropriate. Fairly simple collision models have been used in DSMC with some success (e.g. the variable hard sphere model).
The BGK equation was used in this study,
where a = collision frequency and f. is the local Maxwellian where n, Ue and T = 1 / (2R~2) me the lccal density, mean velocity and temperature, respectively, and R is the gas constant.
One can find n, UO, and T from the following moments of j One can approximate the viscosity-temperature relation using, for example, the Sutherland viscosity law. If this is done, however, the thermal conductivity will be slightly in error since Pr = 1.
Algorithm
To find a solution, j of the BGK equation, an algorithm was designed specifically for data-parallel computers.
This algorithm [6, 7] has the following features :
1. Upwind finite differences for the spatiat derivatives.
2.
Runge-Kutta time-stepping scheme for the time derivative.
3. Gaussian quadrature for the integrals over velocity space. 4.
Least squares method for conservation.
Thus one must discretize the independent variables x, v, t of fi'x, v,t).
Mapping to the CM-5
To solve the finite difference equation on the CM, one must fmt decide how to distribute the physical and velocity mesh over the processors for optimal utilization of the CM. This requires a close look at the operations performed at each step in the iteration process.
An expticit scheme will calculate fixti v, ti+l) from terms such as This is accomplished by requiring that :
(1)
The moments off, and the moments off are exactly equal. (2) The "equilibrium" distribution is close (in a least squares sense) to a Maxwellian.
That is, n, U. and T are computed from the moments of f (by quadrature).
These computed and stored as a front-end array, but tlis yields an inefficient scheme. The inefficiency results due to the numerous broadcasts required from the front-end to the CM and the large number of operations requires 0(3432). Doing the operations this way would also continually break the computation pipeline, so the ALUs would not be able to achieve peak speed.
By leaving the scheme in the form shown above, one can store copies of the matrices AT and M on each processor (2058 numbers).
Storing the square matrix ATM would not be practical since it would amount to 3432 numbers per processor. Keeping AT 
However we don' t explicitly build the temporary, trow.
In the vector code we have a vector register, Vf, which holds the direct access to f. If we explicitly constructed trow, the last 15 elements of the vector register holding it would be the same as the fwst 15 elements of Vf. Rather 
Results
Reference 6 presented a one-dimensional version of the BGK algorithm and some shock wave structure calculations. Figure 1 shows an example simulation result, the velccity profile through a Mach= 1.5 shock wave for a monatomic gas. These results were obtained in 2000-3500 time steps using 1024 spatial nodes. Also shown are the BGK results of Liepmann et al [13] for velocity and temperature.
This version of the code was highly optimized to achieve the high gigaflop rates.
The new three-dimensional BGK code was used to simulate the Rayleigh problem (hnpulsively started boundary layer), in order to verify the formulation. Diffuse reflection solid surface boundary conditions were implemented. Figure 2 shows the profile of the velocity component perpendicular to the wall for the same conditions (supersonic, hot wall) that were used in Refs. 1 and 2. These results correspond to a non-dmensional time of five.
Qualitative results for two three-dimensional flows are presented in Figures 3 and 4 . Figure 3 shows Mach number contours around a cubical body moving at Mach = 1.5 with a Reynolds number (based on body length) equal to 50. The bow shock and wake are clearly visible. The far-field boundary conditions also work well, since no reflection of the shock is apparent. Figure 4 shows Mach = 0.5 flow through a square duc6 with a Reynolds number (based on duct length) of 1000. The very thick boundary layer is apparent.
Both of these flows were computed using the same code, with minor changes to the boundary conditions.
Code performance
The 1-D version of the code was run on the Los Alamos National Labs 1024-node CM-5 and a 32-node CM-5 at Thinking Machines Corporation.
The results are shown in Table 1 BGK temperature predictions near a hot, Figure 4 . Velocity contours in a square duct predicted by supersonic wall compared to DSMC pre&ctions. the 3-D BGK code.
